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About This Game

The Walkers—the animal family of travellers well-known to all the fans of “Travel Mosaic” series—are preparing Animalville
for Christmas. The whole family decided to create a Christmas square where children and adults can have fun—where they can

enter the spirit of Christmas and maybe even believe in miracles again.
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But it turned out to be not as easy as the Walkers thought, so they have to do a lot and clean up the store shelves’ clutter to find
all the necessary equipment. Would you like to be one of Santa Claus’s elves for a while and help out? Then, join the Walkers!

“Shopping Clutter 2: Christmas Square” is an amazing, colorful brain-jogging game for players of all ages with festive images,
animation and music for entering the spirit of Christmas.

 Festive images, items, animation and music for entering the spirit of Christmas

 New level modes

 140 “clutter” puzzles and 20 additional puzzles

 Favorite characters and funny dialogues

 Colorful graphics and real challenges for all the fans of puzzles
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 Christmas tree, Santa Claus, elves and much more
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Title: Shopping Clutter 2: Christmas Square
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Jetdogs Studios
Publisher:
Jetdogs Studios
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2018
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English,French,German,Russian
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So full of bugs.... You have what can be a great game, the mechanics are great, the tower building, the first person combat
system, the enviroment its all great but alot needs to be added, i do feel the price is abit high for what feels like 1 level of enemy
waves (18 waves), but i do recomment because i do see what it can be. What needs to be added ~~> Bosses, more levels with the
enviroment changing, different classes maybe for the first person part and upgrades to the current defences. i know some of
these things are already plan on future updates so i am excited to see what this game becomes. Zotrix - great indie game, revive
memories of childhood when we used to play only in Sega and Playstation 1, with lots of levels, such as the passage and just
plain fun, a great 8-bit music

Pros of the game:

+ Not worth
+ Interesting
+ I like Indie Games
+ Many Levels
+ There are cards Steam
+ Excellent Music

. One of the best old school RTS's, challanging but fair.. Discovered this gem while digging through free demoes. Loving this
game. Deceptively complex game that distills strategy down into pure form. Clean, smooth, nice ambient music and vector
graphics. Well worth the asking price!!!

This game just needs more players so that its easier to find multiplayer games!. when i bought this game it was on sale for 50p
money well spent honestly if your looking for a decent rpg with a mmo feel this is always worth a shout the story so far is
interesting enough to make me want to push forward while the grind for gear gets me every time as a massive rpg fan and a huge
fan of greek mythos its the best of both worlds personally this gets a 8/10 as you dont see many of this style or story come
together in such a way only wish i discovered this game sooner. Well after inputting the CD key twice, I played the game and
there are a grand total of 3 single player challenges if you inclue the tutorial. IF there were multi-player functionality it might be
worth a couple of dollars. Otherwise, a complete waste of money.. Nice game :). It looks interesting, but after playing you would
realize this is just for money collecting. Almost no updates, a lot of functions would be better or added, but they haven't . Boring
to play after half hour. I would not buy any more game from this producer.. Its a really good time spender. A simple but good
game. Tho i do not recomend buing for full price. I mean you could just play simmelar games at any GAMES.com or somethin
simular.

Would recomend, good time spender, like epilepsy mode.
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It's an okay game, but Artifex Mundi have published better ones.
Some translations in the Hidden Object Scenes are off.

5/10. A lot of fun! Could use more anal probes tho.... One of my fav. game now!
This game might be complex, and hard to make profit at first, but this "complex" is the reason why the game is fun.
I played train fever, cities in motion 2, but none of the game reaches this realistic simulation. This game allows players to not
only lay tracks and build stations, but set timetable for each trains. I might adjust the timetable so there will be less train at night
and more trains at rush hour, or make express trains stopping at only the big station, or even a limited express train connecting
the rural area, and the central city.

It is worth every cent.

10\/10, Best Game. never in my life did i play a more uninspired, ugly, broken game. this is just broken. not broken in a way
that "you can't play it literally" but broken in such a way that it just a chore to play through this♥♥♥♥♥♥ and i did play the
original trilogy of conflict and was wondering why this one is getting the overwhelmingly negative rating on steam. and now, i
know. stay the hell away!. Very good and fun turn based rogue-like that is flooded from top to bottom with lore waiting to be
found.
Truly a grand adventure when you get the hang of it.
Remember it is a rogue-like and you will die a lot learning this game, but it rewards you with very well written world building.

Definitely worth the price, and gets constant free updates (mostly) every Friday and the developer keeps players up-to-date on
what's happening.. Its not bad but its not great.

The only thing i really disliked was larrys voice and that he would laugh every single time he said his name.
"Hi im Larry, HAH, Larry Laugher" gets old.

Pick up on sale if you really want it.. makes my PC lag really bad, takes 10 min to open up my browser with this turnd on.
. I'm not usually a huge fan of platformers, but I picked this up on a whim.

I have to say, I was really impressed!

I love puzzle games, and the puzzles in this were surprisingly good! The visuals are cute and varied, the story is simple but
emotional (I got teary eyed by the end), and new mechanics are introduced periodically to keep the gameplay fresh.

A good deal at $10, my complements to the devs!. I was waiting for this games release and when I finally had seen the early
access was availiable I jumped to steam and glanced the reviews and payed $10.00 just to play an unfinished demo.

Training mode:Locked
Options: Minimal
Objective screen: doesnt give any ounce of info so it is easy to get lost in the sauce

until the Dev gets his head out of his♥♥♥♥♥ I dont recommend this game.. bad decision
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